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THU., MAY. 31, 2012

Skeptics Cast Doubt on Iran-Venezuela Upstream Project

Reports from Tehran suggesting that Petropars, a subsidiary of National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), and 
Petroleos de Venezuela (PDV) "soon" will sign a deal to develop the mature Dobokubi field in Venezuela have 
been greeted skeptically by industry observers. 

Iran's official Mehr news agency reported Tuesday that Petropars will finance 25% of the $2 billion, 25-year deal 
to boost heavy oil production from 14,000 barrels per day now to 40,000 b/d, ultimately rising to 60,000 b/d. But 
the two sides said much the same thing more than 18 months ago. 

Tom O’Donnell, an energy-focused US academic who follows both countries closely, noted that Tuesday’s report 
restated what both countries said in late 2010 (OD Oct.21'10) (OD Nov.3'10).  

In 2009, Petropars undertook an evaluation of Dobokubi, an Orinoco belt field in Venezuela's northeastern 
Anzoategui state, and it was subsequently agreed that the Iranians would hold a 26% stake in a development 
project and PDV 74%. 

“This is the only extant Iranian-PDVSA joint project producing any oil or gas in Venezuela, so it is geopolitically 
important to make it look like it's going somewhere. [But] PDVSA's lack of cash, and the lack of money at 
Petropars … make it unlikely this investment will actually happen anytime soon,” O’Donnell said. 

In April of this year, Petroecuador Managing Director Marco Calvopina said Ecuador -- which last week agreed a
$400 million oil products import deal with Tehran -- soon will acquire a 14% stake in the Dobokubi project. 

"We want to internationalize our operations. Dobokubi can reach a production of 50,000 b/d in about two years, 
and we have agreed to work in that field," Calvopina said. However, there has been no confirmation of the deal. 

Iran and Venezuela have a clutch of other upstream deals that so far have come to little or nothing: In 2005, 
Petropars agreed to quantify and certify heavy oil reserves in Ayacucho Block 7 in the Orinoco belt. The two sides
later said they would invest $4 billion in the block (OD Jul.11'07). 

Meanwhile, PDV was due to invest in Phase 12 of Iran’s South Pars gas field. But PDV is aware that any 
investment of more than $20 million in Iran’s oil industry will make it liable to US sanctions. The company is a 
major supplier of crude oil to the US and also owns US refiner Citgo. 
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